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ABSTRACT 

The exponential growth of web arouses much attention on 

public opinion. The rapid progress of online forums, micro 

blogs and new reports are having large volume of public 

opinion information. These are proving to be extremely 

valuable resources in helping to anticipate, detect and forecast 

societal events. But most of the online data is unstructured or 

semi structured and that is difficult to decipher automatically. 

Therefore, it is very much essential to analyze in time and 

understands the trends of their opinion correctly. The hotspot 

detection is one of the promising research areas in web mining 

and it helps to make appropriate decision in timely manner. 

Feature selection is an essential component in text 

categorization to identify the relevant features and reduces the 

dimensionality of data to gain the improved higher accuracy. 

The proposed system integrates rough set approach with 

entropy for detecting the online forums hotspot. The 

experimental results demonstrate that the proposed hybrid 

feature selection method outperforms with Naïve Bayes and 

Support Vector Machine based hotspot detection models.     
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Sentiment analysis or opinion mining is an important sub 

discipline within data mining and Natural Language 

Processing (NLP), which automatically extracts, classifies and 

understands the opinion generated by users. These techniques 

are easily integrated with existing information resources to 

enhance the values as well as to promote the new products. 

Rapid growth of web and information age arouses much 

attention on public opinion and most of these are in 

unstructured and semi structured format. It is difficult to 

decipher automatically as well as it is very much difficult for 

the customers to acquire information that are useful to them. 

This has motivated on the online forums hotspot detection, 

where the useful information are quickly made available to 

the customers which might make them benefit in decision 

making process.  

Feature selection [1] [2] is a process of obtaining the 

significant minimal subset of attributes based on certain 

constraints in order to eliminate the unwanted and irrelevant 

features.  It is an essential component in text categorization to 

identify the relevant features and reduces the dimensionality 

of data to gain the improved higher accuracy. It also guides to 

choose the optimal features with correct numbers which may 

not be too many parameters or too less parameters. Since, too 

many parameter selections shows duplicates as well as noise 

information and too less parameter selection may losses the 

relevant attributes. The major advantage of feature reduction 

is to decrease the runtime and increases the accuracy.  

Recently, rough set theory gaining popularity to generate 

decision rules [2] [3] for various decision making activities. 

The relevant, essential and significant minimized attributes 

are obtained to make intelligent decision in financial and 

economic forecasting [4] [5]. Furthermore, the rough set is 

being used for extracting the rules and those rules have a high 

impact to expose new patterns in the available data.  

Entropy [6] [7] based feature selection is used to select the 

significant features with respect to class attribute and it does 

not require additional information regarding the distribution 

of data. The aim of this research paper is to examine the 

detecting power of various features for online forums hotspot 

detection based on the hybrid feature selection.  

The proposed system integrates rough set approach with 

entropy for detecting the forum as hotspot or not in the 

specified time slot. The experimental results demonstrate the 

proposed hybrid feature selection method outperforms with 

improved accuracy.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

presents a brief overview of hotspot detection techniques. The 

outline of the proposed system is presented in the Section 3. 

The experimental results and analysis is represented in the 

Section 4. Section 5 concludes the proposed paper.  

2. RELATED WORKS 
Sentiment Analysis also called opinion mining [8] is the field 

of study analyses people’s opinions, sentiments, evaluations, 

appraisals, attitudes and emotions towards entities. The 

inception and rapid growth of social media such as micro 

blogs, blogs, forums [9], and twitter have large volume of 

opinionated data recorded in digital form. These social media 

are proving to be valuable resources to analyze in decision 

making process. Mining of online reviews has become a 

flourishing frontier in today’s environment as it can provide a 

solid basis for predicting future events [10]. Therefore, 

internet public opinion monitoring and analyzing [11] have 

become a hot issue in recent years.  

The author Liu [11] has proposed a method that incorporates 

sentiment information into Vector Space Model (VSM) was 

helpful for sentiment analysis. Most VSM uses the TFIDF for 

representing vectors and TFPDF [12] [13] also used for 

representing the vectors with improved accuracy. But the 

conventional approaches used in the information retrieval 

such as TFIDF and TFPDF alone might not give good results 
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for forum data. Since the document features in forums are 

sparse nature. In this paper, a novel method to detect the 

hotspot forums with integrated sentiment features.  

Community Question Answering [9] [14] has recently become 

a popular social media where users can post questions on any 

topic of interest and get answers from enthusiasts. It can help 

users focus on the most popular products or events and track 

their changes by exploiting hot topics and analyzing trend of a 

specific topic over a time.  The opinion mining is also applied 

in the micro blogs and twitter for forecasting the stock price 

movements [15] [16] as well as movie success of the box 

office [17]. 

 The rough set theory is a dominant mathematical tool 

introduced by Pawlak [18] [19] to handle imperfect, 

incomplete or noisy data. It is used to identify the data 

dependencies for knowing the significant attributes to reduce 

the dimensionality. The irrelevant and insignificant attributes 

are eliminated with minimal information loss. It describes a 

method to represents the data to perform decision making and 

it is widely used in many areas such as attribute relevant 

analysis, attribute reduction, attribute dependencies checking 

etc., due to the following merits. 

• The rough set only requires the actual data as its universe of 

discourse and no extra data is needed as like fuzzy sets, where 

membership function is required for representation. 

• It includes both quantitative and qualitative data 

• In order to make decisions the decision rules are generated 

• Noise free significant and reliable minimum rules are 

generated without redundancy and these rules are supported 

by realistic information 

A rough set is associated with a pair of precise sets, called 

lower and the upper approximation. The objects surely 

belongs to the set is in lower approximation and the possibly 

belonging elements are in the upper approximation. The 

boundary region for the rough set is the difference between 

lower and the upper approximation of the rough set. In rough 

set, the data is represented in information table. The row in 

the table represents an object and column shows the features 

and class label is called as decision attributes. In the proposed 

case, the row contains the forum records; column shows the 

features gathered from the historical forum data decision 

attribute is whether forum is hotspot / not hotspot. 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
The proposed system aims to examine the detection power of 

features for online forums hotspot based on the integrated 

rough set approach with entropy feature selection. There are 

six major processes in the proposed system as noted below. 

1. Data Preprocessing and Transformation 

2. Granulate conditional and decisional attributes by entropy 

3. Apply rough set theory to generate reducts and core 

4. Extract rules and perform training 

5. Forecast based on extracted rules 

6. Evaluate the performance 

3.1 Data Preprocessing and 

Transformation 
The data set used in our experimental research is acquired 

from forums.digitalpoint.com [20] [21] [22] and after data 

cleaning they are formatted to 111 different forums and 10789 

threads. The data collection is initiated by crawling all the 

URL links of 142 forums and its links are stored in the data 

base. Then all the topic posts and the comment posts 

contained in the corresponding web pages and their links are 

parsed and they are stored in the data base. After crawling 

process is achieved data cleaning is done where noise data and 

irrelevant data are removed. Noise data include forums with 

picture postings that are not clearly shown online. 

 Irrelevant data are from forums where the posting contents 

are not related to the forum threads at all. The threads that 

have no replies and the forums that have no threads across the 

time window are also removed. Finally after cleaning, 39 

forums are narrowed down within the time span from January 

to December and each time window is a half month length 

(i.e., Fifteen days duration) over the year 2011. The data 

before cleaning and after cleaning are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Data view before cleaning and after cleaning 

 Before Cleaning  After Cleaning 

Time period 
2007 Jan to 

      2011 Dec 

2011 Jan to 

    2011 Dec 

Number of 

forums 
142 111 

Number of 

threads 
46749 10789 

Number of 

replies 
420281 316173 

Number of 

views 
769319 548766 

 

 In this process, the forum data base, this contains date, forum 

id, threads, posts / replies, views used as initial indicators. 

Using above five indicators to find the useful features such as 

TFIDF, TFPDF, AVG Sentiments etc are highly related to 

hotspot forums detection. The extracted features of forums are 

shown in the Table 2. 

Table 2. Extracted features of forum 

Feature Name Feature Name 

F1 - TFIDF 

F2 - TFPDF 

F3 – TSFISF 

F4 – Num. of Threads 

F5 -  Num. of Replies 

F6 – Num. of Views 

F7 – Num. of Sentiment 

Replies 

F8 – Num. of Positive Replies 

F9 – Num. of Negative 

Replies 

F10 – AVG Threads 

F11 – AVG Replies 

F12 – AVG Views 

F13 – AVG Sentiments 

Replies 

F14 – Proportion of 

Positive replies 

F15 – Proportion of 

Negative Replies 

 

3.2 Granulate Conditional and Decisional 

Attributes by Entropy 
The proposed system uses fifteen extracted features as 

conditional attributes (C) and hotspot / not hotspot is 

employed as decisions attribute (D). This process granulates 

the conditional and decisional into a linguistic value for 
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further process. Therefore, the decision attribute is granulated 

in to two linguistic values (Hotspot (L1), Not hotspot (L2) and 

the conditional attribute is granulated with five linguistic 

values (Lowest Low (L1), Low (L2), Normal (L3), High (L4), 

Highest high (L5)). Table 3 shows the numerical intervals for 

the linguistic values and based on this, membership function 

for decision attribute is generated. Table 4 contains the five 

linguistic values and their corresponding numeric ranges for 

the conditional attribute of Num. of Threads. The partial 

records for conditional and decision attributes are shown in 

the Table 5. 

Table 3. Parameters of Decision Attribute 

Linguistic Value Universe of Discourse 

LB Midpoint UB 

Not Hotspot (L1) 5 10 25 

Hotspot (L2) 20 35 90 

 

Table 4. Parameters of Conditional Attribute – Num. of 

Threads 

Linguistic Value Universe of Discourse 

LB Midpoint UB 

Lowest Low (L1) 1 10 20 

Low (L2) 15 30 40 

Normal (L3) 35 50 60 

High (L4) 55 70 80 

Highest High (L5) 75 90 100 

 

Table 5. Partial records of Conditional and decision 

attribute 

Time 

Slot  

F1 F2 F3 … F14 F15 Decision 

Attribute 

T1 L3 L4 L4 … L3 L2 L2 

T2 L3 L3 L4 … L5 L3 L2 

. 

. 

. 

. 

 

. 

. 

 

. 

. 

 

. 

. 

 

. 

. 

 

. 

. 

 

. 

. 

T23 L2 L2 L1 … L2 L1 L1 

T24 L4 L3 L2 … L3 L3 L2 

 

The lowest entropy indicates the highest discriminative 

information of the class and at the same time the high entropy 

having a low discriminative power. The entropy values 

associated for features of forum in Fig. 1. The features with 

lowest entropy are selected. The top 10 indictors are used by 

the rough set to generate the reducts. 

3.3 Apply Rough Set to Generate Reducts 

and Core 
This process applies rough set theory to construct decision 

rules from linguistic values. The top 10 features selected by 

entropy are used by the rough set to generate the reducts. The 

Table 6 shows the generated reducts. The core is generated 

form reducts and it contains {F2, F3, F4, F6, F11, F13, F14, 

and F15} 

 

Fig 1: Entropy values for features of forums 

 

Table 6. Generated reducts  

Reduct 

No 

Reduct 

1 {F2, F3 ,F4,F5,F6, F8, F9, F11, F12, F13, F14, 

F15} 

2 {F1, F2, F3 ,F4,F6, F8, F9, F10, F11, F13, F14, 

F15} 

. 

. 

. 

. 

10 {F2, F3 ,F4, F5, F6, F8, F9, F10,  F11, F13, F14, 

F15} 

 

3.4 Extract Rules and Perform Training 
The generated rules are supported with the objects of universe 

and are represented in the Table 7. The rule support specifies 

the number of objects meet the generated decision rules in the 

stock data set. For example, Rule 1: If F2 = L3 and F3 = L4 

and F4 = L3 and F6 = L4 and F8 = L3and F9=L3 and F11=L2 

and F13 = L4 and F14 = L3 and F15 = L2 then Decision = 

Hotspot forum and it indicates that there are twenty one 

objects that meet the criteria of Rule 1. 

Table 7. Partial rules generated by rough set  

Rule 

No 

Rules Support 

1 F2 = L3 and F3 = L4 and F4 = L3 

and F6 = L4 and F8 = L3and 

F9=L3 and F11=L2 and  F13 = L4 

and F14 = L3 and F15 = L2 

 

21 

162 … 2 

3.5 Forecast Based on Extracted Rules 
This process uses the rules from Table 7 to perform matching 

between forum objects and the rules extracted from the 

training set for predicting the future status of forum as hotspot 

or not hotspot. The ‘if’ part contains conditional attributes and 

‘then’ part indicates the decision attribute. 
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3.6 Evaluate the Performance 
The performance the proposed system is evaluated with 

accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. The sensitivity measure 

shows the correctly classified hotspot instances and specificity 

shows the correctly classified not hotspot instances. In order 

to calculate the performance measures equations (1), (2), (3) 

and (4) are used. 

          
                                    

               
 (1) 

 

             

                           
                  
               

  (2) 

 

             

                           
                  

               
 (3) 

 

      
 

 
                          

     
    (4) 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The proposed system uses fifteen features as conditional 

attributes (C) and hotspot / not hotspot is employed as 

decisions attribute (D). This paper proposes a hybrid 

technique based on entropy and rough set approach to select 

the suitable features for detecting the forum as hotspot or not. 

First, the features are derived from the historical forum data. 

Second, the entropy method is used to select the relevant 

features from the extracted features. Next, the selected 

features are then applied with the rough set based approach to 

obtain the minimum reducts for finding the hotspot of the 

forum. Finally, the performance of the proposed approach 

result is evaluated and compared with the others. The 

experimental results of proposed system and others are shown 

in the Table 8. 

Table 8. Result of performance measures 

Parameters Without Feature 

Selection (Rough 

Set and Entropy) 

With Feature 

Selection (Rough 

Set and Entropy) 

NB SVM NB SVM 

Accuracy 70.41 79.16 72.81 82.26 

Sensitivity 67.85 74.61 71.21 77.12 

Specificity 61.22 66.42 66.34 70.14 

RMSE 4.74 3.34 4.35 2.84 

 

The Fig. 2 shows the performance measures of proposed 

feature selection with NB and SVM. The experimental results 

demonstrate that the proposed hybrid feature selection method 

integrated with Naïve Bayes (NB) and Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) outperforms with improved accuracy in 

hotspot detection than the methods without feature selection. 

 

Fig 2: Performance measures of proposed with others 

 

The experimental results in Fig. 2 indicate that the SVM with 

RST and Entropy method can achieve higher accuracy rate 

than regular SVM algorithm. The result shows the 

improvement of accuracy level of SVM with feature selection 

from 79.16% to 82.26%. When comparing the accuracy of 

this with SVM there is a 3.1% accuracy improvement is 

obtained. The same way when comparing the accuracy of 

proposed with Naïve Bayes there is a 9.45% accuracy 

improvement. This shows the proposed SVM with RST and 

Entropy method better than Naïve Bayes.  

5. CONCLUSION 
The proposed system proposes a novel approach to examine 

the detection power of features for online forums hotspot 

based on the integrated rough set approach with entropy based 

feature selection. It uses fifteen features as conditional 

attributes (C) and hotspot / not hotspot is employed as 

decisions attribute (D). The experimental results demonstrate 

that the proposed hybrid feature selection method outperforms 

with Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machine based hotspot 

detection models. Thus the efficient detection of hotspot 

forums based on sentiment analysis with hybrid feature 

selection might make social network members benefit in 

decision making process. Further this can be extended to 

identify the hot topic based events from the detected hotspot 

forums.  
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